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Introduction
The world was different in the last century
and even the early 2000s were quite usual.

Then the smartphones came up, putting a high
performance devices at our fingertips. A 
connected world to share information anywhere.

Such a remarkable impact happened just recently again: 
The release of ChatGPT
Gathering information and solutions becomes easier than ever.
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ChatGPT - brief introduction
ChatGPT is more than just an AI and its capabilities
are remarkable. It can be an assistant, a developer or 
just an AI to have a discussion. Its database includes 
facts up to the year 2021 and is highly configurable. 

That’s an advantage to extend its functionality.

This talk highlights some interesting aspects that I collected over the last 
months or discovered myself.
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ChatGPT - Prompt Engineering
Prompt Engineering is a term that became known by a broader audience in 
recent months. ChatGPT requires exact commands (prompts) on what to do. 
What’s interesting: We can even outsource that to the AI…

(Inspired by an unknown
post on LinkedIn)



ChatGPT - Prompt Engineering
In general, prompt engineering is highly interesting and allows to modify 
existing rules that developers implemented to limit or block certain topics. It 
appears a mouse and cat game.

Found at
LinkedIn/Pascal Bornett
by Generative AI

(not working any longer)



ChatGPT - Prompt Engineering
Let’s assume a question ChatGPT dislikes to answer:



ChatGPT - Prompt Engineering
By adding an additional mode, you can adjust that behavior. There is a 
growing community originally inspired by Alex Albert, a CS student from 
Washington.



ChatGPT - Prompt Engineering
That new mode allows more details, even OpenAI adjusted that issue to 
enforce its content policy nowadays.



ChatGPT - Prompt Engineering
Nevertheless, a modified prompt is often the key to resolve it and creating
a chain of characters in an even more imaginary world.



ChatGPT - Prompt Engineering
Let’s assume a typical question that ChatGPT dislikes to answer in its recent 
versions….

Now, we get an
answer.



Awesome AI tools
Today, there are tons of AI tools around. It’s just the beginning. While there 
remain legal questions on generated outputs and even differ by country, 
some AI assistance is valuable even nowadays. 

On LinkedIn, I can recommend following these people/organizations for 
some inspiration:



Awesome AI tools
https://interviewsby.ai



Awesome AI tools
https://www.perplexity.ai
Essentially, ChatGPT with search engine capabilities and an up to date data set.

https://www.perplexity.ai


Awesome AI tools
Have you ever tried to use ChatGPT to review your papers for grammar 
issues? 

Some anonymous comments by native speakers indicate that ChatGPT’s version sounds better 
(“better flow, more polished”). 
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